Solar Essence™ Skincare
(Additional Product Information)

Unsurpassed Skincare! Solar Essence™ will treat more skin conditions and is richer in protective antioxidant nutrients (A, C, E, &
selenium – a quadruple threat to counter against disease-producing free radicals), flavonoids – found in plants, cell communicating
phytonutrients, detoxing & anti-oxidant properties, anti-inflammatory & antimicrobial compounds, GLA, nourishing vitamins & minerals
(organic “phosphate” minerals), enzymes, alkaline-based substances, essential fatty acids, good cholesterol, monounsaturated (healthy)
fats, biophotons, nutrients, natural herbal & plant phenolic compounds, phytosterols (heart-healthy nutrients), cartinoids (betacarotene), polyphenol rich (phytochemicals – plant produced/extracted chemical compounds), aromatic terpenes, and chlorophyll, than
any other skincare product on the market to promote vibrant health throughout your mind, body & soul (holistic healing). It’s a fullspectrum superfood for the skin!

Solar Essence™ is a gender-neutral, hand-blended, “natural”, proprietary super-energized skincare formulation with over 80 ingredients from
around the world. All the elements in Solar Essence™ are natural substances and are derived from only natural plant sources, which are only
obtained by cold-expression or steam-distllation methods, not solvent extraction (chemically extracted). They are true organic, alkaline,
non-hybrid, and electrically charged ingredients (bio-electric) created straight from Mother Earth and the Sun’s solar rays which agrees with the
human biology and is infused by a proprietary process with additional Hydrogen, Oxygen and super high Carbon atoms (the backbone element
and building blocks of all life).
Using Solar Essence™ every day can help support a healthy immune system, circulatory system, central nervous system, endocrine
system (hormonal), respiratory system, blood detoxification, wound healing, gut health, odor control, and overall energy (bring vitality
to the body) and wellness. Solar Essence™ is formulated with essential oils (EOs) that have a high concentration of flavonoids, which
are known for their potent anti-inflammatory, antiseptic, antioxidant and other beneficial actions.
The EOs and other ingredients formulated in Solar Essence™ works to recycle dead cells and encourages the regeneration of new
cells. This improves metabolism, helps in the growth of body cells and boosts cell health. It also speeds up the healing process of
cuts, wounds, and surgical incisions.

Solar Essence™ significantly reduces the appearance of wrinkles and delays some of the more visible effects of premature aging and
it’s excellent for dry, sensitive and aging skin. It is strongly antioxidant rich and may improve skin elasticity, reduce wrinkles,
moisturize and promote regeneration of skin cells and unclog pores. The enzyme Papain contained in one of its many carrier oils
(Papaya) is a natural exfoliate to remove dead skin cells and unclog pores.
Solar Essence™ has no boundaries or demographics. It just loves ALL human skin cells and is true cell food that converts to useable fuel for
all human skin cells. Solar Essence™ is about holistic healing. It’s about whole body regeneration at the cell and tissue level.
The beneficial plant-extracted phytochemicals in the EOs of Solar Essence™ have been shown to have free radical-scavenging properties, antiinflammatory, antimicrobial, antifungal, antibacterial, analgesic, anti-insomnia, anticonvulsant, antispasmodic, antianxiety and antidepressant
properties and skin & joint healing effects. It is packed with essential nutrients to nurture and heal the skin.

Solar Essence™… a tribute to your skin… because YOU’re worth it!
(Feel, look, and live younger, longer!)

Solar Essence™ has the highest medicinal, antiseptic and moisturizing properties of any skincare product that exists on the market today.
It is a powerful disinfectant, deodorizer and is a super hand sanitizer without the toxic chemicals. Wash your hands in a public restroom with
their antibacterial, perfumed soap and you've just exposed yourself to toxins (chemicals). One could go on and on with examples of how we take
in toxins daily.
The nutrients in Solar Essence™ are all organic phosphate minerals and ionic (they possess a negative ionic charge with a positive clockwise
energetic spin – aka… life force energy) which increases the bioavailability and uptake of the nutrients to every cell of the skin where it’s applied
as well as the internal body’s organs as the EOs in Solar Essence™ penetrate into the body’s circulatory system (bloodstream). The circulatory
system is a network consisting of your blood, blood vessels and the heart. Whatever gets into your bloodstream becomes “fuel” for your body.
It either adds to your toxicity load or lowers it. Everything in Solar Essence™ will lower it.

Solar Essence™ has NO hybrid plant ingredients! A hybrid means a product that was made (engineered) by a laboratory. Hybrids are unnatural, high in both sugar & starch, are missing vital electrics and are extremely imbalanced in mineral & vitamin ratios that all wild heirloom plants
contain Hybrid plants (including fruits and vegetables) have nutritional deficiencies. Their genetic mineral and chemical imbalances cause mineral
deficiency (bone loss/density due to calcium depletion), will damage the mucous membrane of cells and store as toxins in the body. There is a
difference in the pH and the molecular structure of hybrids and natural non-hybrid, heirloom plants (wild plants grown without any intervention
from humans) which makes a difference not only in its healing power but the extent to which it may cause harm. A hybridized plant’s molecular
structure is incomplete. It’s an acid based substance (unnatural substance). Nature only creates alkaline based substances, not acidic. Science
shows that all disease thrives in an acidic environment in our body. Solar Essence™ is made of all “native” plants. Native plants, are natural
plants. Natural plants are electrical. Why? The base of natural plants, the very foundation is the C-H-O arrangement: Carbon, Hydrogen and
Oxygen. There is a BIG difference between replication (hybridization & crossbreeding) and natural Divine Creation in both healing power and
nutrition. Without C,H,O, that substance is NON-electrical and it is NON-organic!
Solar Essence™ can help increase the health of all your cells. Scientists estimate there are over 37 trillion cells in your body. Our bodies
continuously work to keep the pH at the proper “alkaline” balance level. Every ingredient in Solar Essence™ functions as an alkaline inside the
body and will help alkalize the blood. Alkaline is the body’s natural and pure state. When cells are alkaline they are described as “anabolic” which
involves a building process. When cells are acidic they are called “catabolic” which involves breaking down molecules. The body has no place
for acidity. The body is alkaline. If it’s alkaline, it’s acid free and electrical (heart and brain fuel). We know that the EOs in Solar Essence™ when
applied topically to the skin pass through the epidermis to the dermis (transdermal delivery), the layer of skin that gives it its pliability. From there,
the oil molecules pass into capillaries and migrate into the rest of the microcirculatory system (bloodstream). Positive things start to happen within
the body and the body begins correcting its own problems. Everything that heals your body takes place by the nutrients in your blood flowing
through your body. The EOs in Solar Essence™ penetrate the skin and enter the bloodstream within seconds of application. Once in the blood
stream, they can affect adjacent organs and structures and circulate throughout the entire body, until they are expelled/excreted from the body in a
variety of ways (urine, feces, perspiration, and our breath/exhalation). The body is not harmed by absorbing EOs. The length of time it takes to
expel these oils varies from 3-14 hours, depending on the health of the body.

But, there’s even more …

...and this is only the Beginning!
Additional Product Info – cont’d

We know that EOs enhance one’s mental, physical and spiritual health. EOs are physiologically active, which means they directly influence the
body. Unique structural features of EOs allows them to be active both on the surface of cells, and within cells. When essential oils enter the
bloodstream, they have an effect on the whole body. They have the potential to affect the circulatory, hormonal and nervous system. The
oils circulate through the bloodstream and interact with tissues and cells throughout the body. EOs are active at the cellular level of our bodies.
Better said, EOs affect the biochemistry of our cells. Within 22 seconds, the EO’s in Solar Essence™ reach your brain, in 2 minutes they’re in your
blood stream, and within 22 minutes they’re measurable in every cell in your body!

Solar Essence™ is incredible because it is so potent, so energized and it helps to balance a person on all levels: physical, electrical, biological,
chemical, emotional, psychological and spiritual. Everything is energy…every-THING!. It is either balanced energy (NATURAL…aka life force
energy) or unbalanced energy (UNNATURAL). Solar Essence™ is natural and balanced energy to work in harmony with our human biology
and our body’s cellular structure. Every THING (ingredient) in Solar Essence™ is natural, balanced life-force energy and it complements our
genes!
Are you aware that the “closest” thing on our planet earth that matches the chemical composition of your human blood under a microscope is
the chlorophyll found in plants that are Divinely created by the process of photosynthesis (the transformation of the sun’s solar ray energy into a
consumable fuel for the human physiology). Chlorophyll is to plants what blood is to the human body. Chlorophyll helps oxygenate the blood,
creating increased brain function and physical energy. It is the “blood” of plants and has blood building properties for our red blood cells
(hemoglobin). Obviously sunlight, plant life and human life are closely related (deeply connected) to each other in a symbiotic relationship. Think
about it; our waste (carbon dioxide) is their fuel and their waste (oxygen) is our fuel. The deep connection between humans and plants goes
beyond the time we’ve spent together. Plants are made up of hundreds of constituents (chemicals that have a medicinal effect on the body). They
are sensitive and intelligent. Their natural complexity supports our own.
The anti-oxidation function of Solar Essence™ ingredients revitalizes and restructures your skin, bringing it back to its radiance and silkiness.
When Solar Essence™ is inhaled in a diffuser (aromatherapy) , the EOs in Solar Essence™ will make an instant positive emotional and
biochemical impact on your well-being. They become therapeutic when they affect the emotions (mood-enhancing EO’s) and nervous systems.
Our EOs are aromatic plant essences that have only been extracted from the herb/plants by only using a synthetic chemical-free
distillation or expression process. Each essential oil in Solar Essence™ is the purest extraction from the plant and contains no additives.
Aromatherapy at its finest!
Any time you hold a bottle of our powerful Solar Essence™ you are holding the pure ESSENCE of health-promoting botanicals (plant and herbal
extracts) that can be diffused, inhaled, applied topically, incorporated into a massage or add small amounts to your bath water.
The natural and inherent beautiful golden-yellow hue (color) of Solar Essence™ is proof of its authenticity (nature created and solar infused).
Its clean signature unisex aroma is the scent of nature’s creation and plant intelligence.
Apply Solar Essence™ regularly for beautiful and radiant skin that smells heavenly! Discover the Solar Essence™ glow!

Integrating Science & Nature… We’ve done the homework and research so you don’t have to!
The sciences and subjects behind the creation of Solar Essence™ consists of:
Human Biology

Plant Biology

Botany

Molecular Biology

Human Physiology

Pathology

Essential Oils

Chemistry

Botanical/Herbal (Herbalism) Medicine

Biochemistry

Neurology

Plant/Human Nutrition

Biophysics

Quantum Physics/Mechanics

Genetics

Botanical/Herbal Medicine

Energy Mechanics

Cellular Nutrition

Human Psychology

Photobiology

Radiation Physics

Electromagnetics

Human Anatomy

Plant & Cell Physiology

Cellular Biology

Aromatherapy

Cosmetic Dermatology

Holistic Healing

Organic/Inorganic Minerals

Antioxidants/Free Radicals

Spiritual Healing

Human/Plant Electricity

Bioelectromagnetic Energy

Human Bioenergetics

Pharmacology

Microbiology

Biophoton Light Energy/Biophotonics

Psychoneuroimmunology

Metaphysics

Naturopathic Medicine/Cures

Medicine/Drugs/Pharmaceuticals

Solar Radiation

Radiesthesia

Cell Biology/Mechanics

Phytochemistry

Synthetic Biology

Biotechnology

Medicinal Plants

Homeopathic Medicine

Schumann Resonance

Plant Neurobiology

Cosmetic Chemistry

Hybrid “vs” Non-Hybrid (Heirloom)

Plant Physiology

Nutrition/Nutritional Therapy

Skin Anatomy & Physiology

Plant Consciousness & Intelligence

Distilled Water

Quantum Biology

Photosynthesis

Bioenergetic Medicine

Heliotherapy (Phototherapy)

Plant/Human pH Science (Alkaline “vs” Acidic)

Metabolism

Bioelectricity

Energy/Vibration/Frequency/Magnetism (Life Force Energy)

As a degreed engineer, I’ve always been curious about how machines and mechanisms work internally, however, I discovered that our own
human body is the most intricate, advanced, and complex technology of the highest order, a masterpiece Creation (Divine Intelligence), that is
FAR more superior beyond anything man’s past has ever invented or will ever hope to invent in the near future. I became super motivated to
pursue a deeper understanding of our whole body’s interconnected workings (body/mind/spirit complex) which was the catalyst that sparked my
interest toward creating something which would have a bioenergetic, holistic healing value for serving all humanity, with NO demographic
boundaries to limit the “unlimited” health and wellness benefits resulting from it to help balance the body on all levels… the result of that
personal journey was Solar Essence™. Hopefully, one day, Solar Essence™ will have its rightful place as one of the most incredible skincare
products for cleansing, repairing, building, balancing and energizing all human skin cells. – George A. Lara Jr., co-Creator of Solar Essence™
* FDA Disclaimer: This information should not take the place of medical care or consultation from your healthcare professional. These statements have not
been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease or illness. Individual results may vary.
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